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Members of the dissolved opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party are brought in a police vehicle to the appeals
court in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, May 10, In anticipation of national elections in July , the government of Prime Minister
Hun Sen and his Cambodian Peopleâ€™s.

Facilitation payments are prohibited in Cambodia. Monyneath joined the Resident Representative Office in
January  On August 28, all 11, plus three more CNRP activists who had been sentenced separately on the
same charges, were pardoned and released. Notwithstanding, customs procedures in Cambodia are generally
less time-consuming and less costly than elsewhere in the region DB  Democratic space in Cambodia has
reached its lowest level since before the intervention over 25 years ago by the international community
through the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia UNTAC , established to facilitate the
implementation of the Paris Peace Accords. The judiciary is understaffed, lacks qualified resources and
receives insufficient financing, leading to widespread corruption and deterring foreign investment. On
September 26, a Phnom Penh court convicted five former and current senior staff members of the Cambodian
Human Rights and Development Association ADHOC of bribery of a witness, in a case that was widely
criticized as being politically motivated, and imposed a five-year suspended prison sentence. Attacks on
Political Opposition Elections on July 29 were fundamentally flawed, denying Cambodians their right to
freely choose their representatives. Companies are able to obtain long and short-term leases for land ICS 
Subscribe here! The government frequently resorted to repressive laws, such as the Law on Associations and
Non-Governmental Organizations LANGO , to arbitrarily restrict the activities of human rights organizations
and silence them. The total number of tax payments companies have to make in Cambodia per year is almost
twice as high as the regional average but the total time this requires is still less than the regional average DB 
Enforcing a contract in Cambodia takes slightly less time than elsewhere in the region, but the costs exceed
twice as much the regional average DB  The two remain under surveillance and on September 18, , the
Supreme Court ruled that the judicial investigation against them would continue. Media freedoms, already
under pressure, collapsed in  China was the biggest aid donor of Cambodia in  A week before the election, it
decided not to deploy official election observers. The number of political prisoners rose to more than 30 in
July , but 16 were released after the election on royal pardons sought by Hun Sen to deflect international
criticism of the elections. In an effort to reduce rent-seeking, the government increased the minimum wages of
civil-servants â€” the wages of low-level government officials are far below standard levels of living in
Cambodia â€” with an additional raise expected in  Kampong Thom, a provincial police chief was stripped of
his rank and removed from office after allegations surfaced that he demanded bribes from officers under his
command in return for promotions Khmer Times, Mar. The government also substituted all-cash payment of
salaries with bank automated transfers to crack down on payroll fraud. The courts also proceeded with cases
against other activists. Several countries condemned the elections as falling far short of international
standards. The Law also requires all civil servants to declare their assets to the government every second year
ICS  Nearly nine out of ten businesses indicate that they expect to give gifts in order to secure government
contracts ES  However, immediately afterwards, a court convicted her of making death threats in what started
out as an internal community dispute in  In July, the charges were dropped against Moeun Tola under pressure
from global apparel brands, but charges remained against the two others at time of writing. Companies
convicted of procurement fraud are blacklisted. Threatening a massive, bogus tax bill, the government coerced
the owners of the highly regarded Phnom Penh Post to sell to a Malaysian businessman with reportedly close
ties to Hun Sen, making future critical reporting unlikely. Except during the office closure from October â€”
November  A series of repressive new laws and amendments were passed in that further restricted freedom of
association. The total amounts of time and cost required to register a firm in Cambodia or to get an electric
connection are significantly longer and higher, respectively, than in the rest of the region DB  The Post, along
with the previously shuttered local independent newspaper, the Cambodia Daily, had long provided
investigative reporting frequently critical of the government. Besides administering the office, he handles
operations and the budget of the office. The financial disclosures of public officials are not publicly available
HRR  By the end of , Cambodia no longer had any local independent newspapers or radio and TV channels.
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Gifts are not limited in value but are prohibited if given with the intention of bribery, and facilitation payments
are forbidden; there is an exception for officials employed by the Anti-Corruption Unit ACU , who may only
accept gifts not exceeding USD 25 in value. During , large numbers of opposition party members and activists
fled the country to avoid arbitrary arrest. Exchange Square, 13th floor, Unit Building No. Cambodia has long
had a problem with illegal logging; bribing of policemen is commonplace and much of the ruling elite is
complicit in the practice Mongabay, June  NGOs offer many social services where the state has fallen short,
leading to them generally being respected and trusted by Cambodian citizens BTI  An investigating judge had
released them on bail in June after days in pretrial detention.


